
NUCLEAR PHYSICS
Exercise set # 13

Turn in your solutions TUESDAY,
Dec 12th, BEFORE 14:00

Fall term 2017
Period 2

NOTE: The last lecture and homework session Wednesday, Dec. 13th, 12:15 to 15:30

Detection of ionising radiation, Accelerators:

Detectors based on ionization in gases and semiconductors; scintillators and electron/photon multipli-
ers; calorimetric detectors. DC accelerators, cyclic accelerators, linacs and RFQs
Lecture Notes and sources listed there; Krane: Ch 7 & 15 (Kr-7, Kr-15); Particle Data Group pdg.lbl.gov;
Some reference data for detector materials can be found at www.nist.gov.

1. Ionization in gases; Geiger counter (Kr-7)

(a) A Geiger counter used for various experiments over the course of a typical day, produces on
the average 100 counts per second. The tube is a cylinder, 20 mm in diameter and 100 mm
long, filled with 90% argon and 10% ethanol to a total pressure of 0.1 bar. In the Geiger-
Müller region, each output count is a result of formation of about 1010 electron-ion pairs.
How long will it take for one-third of the quenching gas to be used-up, thus requiring tube
replacement?

(b) The diameter of the anode wire of the tube is 1 mm. Neglecting the end effects, show that
the (radial) electric field is given by

E(r) = V

r ln(b/a)

where the symbols have their apparent meaning that you need to figure out.

2. Statistics of counting experiments (Kr-7)

You are given the job of determining the strength of a radioactive source to the greatest possi-
ble precision. Unfortunately, the equipment is in great demand and you have only one hour of
measuring time available. How should the available time be scheduled in different cases:

(a) The net source counting rate is about 5 times the background rate.

(b) The net source counting rate is about equal to the background rate.

(c) The net source counting rate is about one-fifth of the background counting rate.

3. DC-accelerators, Cockroft-Walton, van deGraaff, Pelletron

In the 5-MV tandem accelerator of Department of Physics, the HV-terminal is charged to the
maximum voltage of 5 MV. The diameter of the terminal is 1.45 m and it is located inside the
grounded cylindrical accelerator tank (inner diameter 3.00 m). The HV-terminal is item 19 in the
attached figure.

(a) Calculate the radial electric field strength on surface of the terminal. (Hint: Geiger-Müller
counter?)

(b) What is the strength of the axial electric field along the accelerating tubes (items 5, 7, and
12, each of length 2125 mm) between the HV-terminal and tank top/bottom, if we assume
the field to be homogenous?
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4. Acceleration of ions in the UH tandem:
Negative ions, either atomic (X−) or
molecular ([XpYq]

−), are generated in
the ion source, pre-accelerated typically
with Ui = 80 kV, and injected to the tan-
dem. Depending on the velocity the neg-
ative ions gain in the accelerating field
(LE ACT) towards HV-terminal at +UT,
they loose several electrons in charge-
exchange collisions with the gas (Ar or
CO2) in the stripper canal (GST*). The
molecular ions are split to their con-
stituent atoms (Coulomb explosion).
Show that the kinetic energy is

(a) for the negative ion before colli-
sion: E− = 1 · e(Ui + UT),

(b) for the atomic fraction Y, after
the splitting of the molecular ion
[XpYq]

−:

EY =
MY

M(XpYq)
× e(Ui + UT)

(c) for the positive ion (charge q =
ne) after acceleration in the tan-
dem,

E+ = ne× UT + EY.

(Hint You may neglect the energy loss
in the collisions, just assume energy and
momentum conservation.)
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